COTTO Proud to Share the World Pleasure

Nowadays, COTTO export to more than 50 countries around the world. Our mission is to be a responsible trendsetter in the tiles and sanitary ware business. Such ambition has positioned us as the brand that ultimately offers our customers the utmost satisfaction.

COTTO proud to share the world pleasure by offering products, that assist and support movements of everyone in the family, community, society and our world.
COTTO EXPORT TO MORE THAN 50 COUNTRIES. OUR STANCE IS TO BE A RESPONSIBLE TRENDSETTER IN THE TILE AND SANITARY WARE INDUSTRY. SUCH AMBITION HAS POSITIONED US AS THE BRAND THAT ULTIMATELY OFFERS OUR CUSTOMERS THE UTMOST SATISFACTION.
**NEW ARRIVAL**

**Thantara SERIES**

The finest contemporary design inspired by the spirit of Thai culture. Exquisite and elegant, every line and edge on the sanitary fittings is deliberately crafted, integrating the modern simplicity form of architectures on the Chao Phraya riverside to the traditional Thai art philosophy. An unrivalled masterpiece of the best-in-class artisan, Thantara unique sets of colors from Benjarong porcelain, the renown signature Thai ceramic handicraft.

- **HEM-NIL-LA-KARN**
  Unique experience with the astounding mixture of black and brown color

- **DANG-SAM-RID**
  Spirit of rose gold with a tint of metallic chromium Give you an extraordinarily and harmonious

- **HIRAN-KANOK**
  Remarkable combination of gold and chromium, Feeling simple and luxurious
Lift up your bathroom style with the essence of the astounding culture

CT1221A
Lever Handle Basin Faucet

CT2251A
Lever Handle Basin Mixer Faucet with Push Waste and Inlet Hose

CT2253A
Lever Handle Exposed Shower Mixer

CT2255A
Lever Handle Concealed Mixer Stop valve with Divertor

CT2256A
Lever Handle Concealed Mixer Stop valve

CT1222A
Lever Handle Basin Faucet (Tail Body)

CT2252A
Lever Handle Basin Mixer Faucet (Tail Body) with Push Waste and Inlet Hose

CT2254A
Lever Handle Exposed Bath Mixer

CT1223A
Lever Handle Concealed Stop valve

CT1224A
Lever Handle Stop valve Shower

COTTO CLEAN
An innovative new faucet and sink faucet with heavy metal control such as zinc, lead, cadmium and copper for maximum safety throughout the usable life.

EXTRA CHROME
Shiny and heat-resistant with the 6 microns of Nickel-Chromium coat.

SMOOTH CARTRIDGE
Open and close conveniently with a smooth cartridge.

SOLID BRASS
Made of extended quality brass.

LIFE TIME CERAMIC VALVE GUARANTEE
Valve is Made from ceramic with lifetime guarantee.

STAINLESS MADE
Made from durable and premium SUS 304 (or grade 18-8) stainless with rust prevention.

UNIVERSAL CARE
Products that are designed to fit, everyone (gender, age, health condition), giving convenience and safety.

DOUBLE INFRARED BEAM
More accuracy with twofold sensor.

ELECTROMAGNETIC APPROVED
Free from electromagnatic.

MOISTURE PROTECTION
Sensor set and circuit are water and dampness-resistance.

ENERGY SAVER
Energy-saving when using.

PLUG AND PLAY
Ready to use after installation.

AUTOMATIC SHUT OFF TIME 40s
Water automatically stops after flowing for 46 sec.

ANTI GHOST EFFECT
 Prevent reflection of the users and other bathroom accessories.

EASY CLEAN
*Faucet washer has proven (water flow and temperature may differ from the addition showerhead).

WATER HEATER APPLICABLE
Adding more aesthetis with LED light which automatically works when turning on-off the valve.

ANTI BACTERIA
Hygiene Shower & Rinsing Spray contain anti-bacterial agent for your sanitation.

THERMOSTAT CONTROL
Temperature control system enables user to set the highest temperature to prevent danger while using.

ONE WAY TURNING
New innovation of faucet handle, Hot and cold water can be adjusted by one turn.
Glamis
Feel glamorous, Feel the mist of legendary
SILVER / GOLD
Enter the Queen Mother Gates at Glamis and surround by the Castle’s turrets and towers nestled at the end of this mile-long drive, you can be impressed by its majesty. Let feel the scent of Scottish Baronial style, enhance your bathroom with classic series.

EVERETT
MATTE GOLD
Everett, the name derived from the Old English Eoforwind. Brave as a wild boar, the Everett Series also incorporates the delicate Classic Victorian design based on the principle of the Eclecticism architecture style. Delicate and strong lines created on every piece of faucets produces the warmth and the beauty of the Classical Era design. For harmony in every use, like the sounds of the symphony played in your beautiful bathroom.

CUBIC
MUSCULINE LUXURY WITH MODERN ELEGANCE
ROSE GOLD
The new dimension of modernity, distinguished by keen, striking lines combined with exquisite delicacy into an impeccable contours.

SONATA
MAGIC ART OF LINE & MELODIES
MATTE GOLD
The perfect combination of the sense of luxury and the symmetry of the boldlines, reflecting the elegant style of Art Deco, resulting in one of our distinguished pieces of work, “Sonata Series”.

CT2223C42
Glamis Monobloc Basin Faucet (tail body) with Ceramic Handle

CT2223C42GR
Glamis Monobloc Basin Faucet (tail body) with Ceramic Handle

CT1202AFGRM
Everett Lever Handle Basin Faucet

CT1181JRGRM
Cubic Joy stick Basin Faucet

CT1170GRM
Sonata Lever Handle Basin Faucet
FAUCET

GLAMIS

Crystal Handle

- CT1200C42
  Glamis
  Basin Faucet with Ceramic Handle

- CT1201C42
  Glamis
  Basin Faucet (Tall Body) with Ceramic Handle

- CT2220C42
  Glamis
  Monoblock Basin Mixer Faucet with Ceramic Handle

- CT2223C42
  Glamis
  Monoblock Basin Mixer Faucet (Tall Body) with Ceramic Handle

- CT2221C42
  Glamis
  Center 8" Basin Mixer Faucet (Tall Body) with Ceramic Handle

- CT2222C42
  Glamis
  Center 8" Basin Mixer Faucet (Wall-mounted) with Ceramic Handle

- CT2224C42
  Glamis
  Exposed Bath Mixer with Ceramic Handle

- CT257C42
  Glamis
  Exposed Shower Mixer with Ceramic Handle
A new faucet inspired by the shiny diamond. Light reflects from the faucet tip to the hands through the water stream. With Turbitech technology, electricity is directly generated from the water power. No external electric sources are required, so no worries about the chords and electricity shock during use. The faucets are built on the ergonomic design principle for an easy on-and-off gesture. Every piece of Soft Paddle features a colorful, universally accessible handle made from thermoplastic elastomer, which is easily recognized for people with brain or eyesight problem.

**SPECIFICATION**
- The faucets are built on the ergonomic design principle for an easy on-and-off gesture
- Colorful thermoset polyethylene handle
- The light reflects on hand when use
- Rotatable faucet, allowing use from any angles

**MATERIALS**
- Made of brass
- White color made by Powder coating technology
- Handle made by Thermoset polyethylene

**GLOBAL AWARD ACHIEVEMENT**
THE WORLD'S LEADING INTERNATIONAL AWARDS PROGRAM FOR NEW PRODUCT AND GRAPHIC DESIGN 2013 THE CHICAGO ATHENAEUM, USA.

**CT1301C43VR**
LED Basin faucet (White color)

**CT1301C43VRWH**
LED Basin faucet (Chrome color)

‘SENSE OF SCIROCCO’ is the series of deck mount faucet with special color finishing in 3 unique chromatics: Sunrise White, Sunset Gold and Midnight Black, representing the mood of light reflection on the water that changes through times in a day, inspired by Mediterranean sensational scenery.
FAUCET

SCIROCCO SENSE

- CT2123A#GR
  Scirocco Sense
  Lever Handle Basin Mixer Faucet
  with Pop-up Waste and Inlet Hose

- CT2123A#BL
  Scirocco Sense
  Lever Handle Basin Mixer Faucet
  with Pop-up Waste and Inlet Hose

- CT2123A#WH
  Scirocco Sense
  Lever Handle Basin Mixer Faucet
  with Pop-up Waste and Inlet Hose

- CT2124A#GR
  Scirocco Sense
  Lever Handle Basin Mixer Faucet
  (Tail Body) with Pop-up Waste and Inlet Hose

- CT2124A#BL
  Scirocco Sense
  Lever Handle Basin Mixer Faucet
  (Tail Body) with Pop-up Waste and Inlet Hose

- CT2124A#WH
  Scirocco Sense
  Lever Handle Basin Mixer Faucet
  (Tail Body) with Pop-up Waste and Inlet Hose

- CT1142A#GR
  Scirocco Sense
  Lever Handle Basin Faucet
  with Push Waste

- CT1142A#BL
  Scirocco Sense
  Lever Handle Basin Faucet
  with Push Waste

- CT1142A#WH
  Scirocco Sense
  Lever Handle Basin Faucet
  with Push Waste

- CT1143AY#GR
  Scirocco Sense
  Lever Handle Basin Faucet
  (Tail Body) with Push Waste

- CT1143AY#BL
  Scirocco Sense
  Lever Handle Basin Faucet
  (Tail Body) with Push Waste

- CT1143AY#WH
  Scirocco Sense
  Lever Handle Basin Faucet
  (Tail Body) with Push Waste

- CT1134A#GR
  Scirocco Sense
  Lever Handle Stop Valve

- CT1134A#BL
  Scirocco Sense
  Lever Handle Stop Valve

- CT1134A#WH
  Scirocco Sense
  Lever Handle Stop Valve
FAUCET

SCIROCCO SENSE

- CT0063#GR(HM)
  Scirocco Sense 65 cm. Towel Bar

- CT0063#BL(HM)
  Scirocco Sense 65 cm. Towel Bar

- CT0063#WH(HM)
  Scirocco Sense 65 cm. Towel Bar

- CT0064#GR(HM)
  Scirocco Sense 30 cm. Towel Bar

- CT0064#BL(HM)
  Scirocco Sense 30 cm. Towel Bar

- CT0064#WH(HM)
  Scirocco Sense 30 cm. Towel Bar

- CT0065#GR(HM)
  Scirocco Sense Paper Holder

- CT0065#BL(HM)
  Scirocco Sense Paper Holder

- CT0065#WH(HM)
  Scirocco Sense Paper Holder

- CT0066#GR(HM)
  Scirocco Sense Soap Holder

- CT0066#BL(HM)
  Scirocco Sense Soap Holder

- CT0066#WH(HM)
  Scirocco Sense Soap Holder

- CT1141A(HM)
  Scirocco Sense Lever Handle Basin Faucet (Size S)

- CT1142A
  Scirocco Sense Lever Handle Basin Faucet (Size M)

- CT1143AY
  Scirocco Sense Lever Handle Basin Faucet (Tail Body)

- CT2123A
  Scirocco Sense Lever Handle Basin Mixer Faucet with Pop Up Waste and Hose

- CT2124AY
  Scirocco Sense Lever Handle Basin Mixer Faucet with Pop Up Waste and Hose (Tail Body)
**FAUCET AUGUSTA**

- **CT121A**
  Augusta Lever Handle Shop Valve for Shower

- **CT569A**
  Augusta Lever Handle Concealed Mixer Stop Valve

- **CT111A**
  Augusta Lever Handle Concealed Stop Valve

- **CT582A**
  Augusta Lever Handle Concealed Bath Mixer with Diverter

- **CT582AV**
  Augusta Lever Handle Concealed Mixer Stop Valve with Diverter

- **CT351A**
  Augusta Lever Handle Exposed Shower Mixer

- **CT350A**
  Augusta Lever Handle Exposed Bath Mixer

**FAUCET COMO**

- **CT1086C27(HM)**
  Como Basin Faucet

- **CT1087C27(HM)**
  Como Kitchen Faucet

- **CT1086C27(HM)**
  Como Kitchen Faucet (Wall Mount)

- **CT1055C27(HM)**
  Como Concealed Stop Valve

- **CT1089C27(HM)**
  Como Stop Valve for Shower

- **CT2068C27**
  Como Exposed Shower Mixer

- **CT2069C27**
  Como Exposed Bath Mixer
FAUCET

CLASSIC

- CT205C17
  Classic
  Monoblock Basin Mixer Faucet with Pop-up Waste and Inlet Hose

- CT223C17
  Classic
  3 Holes 8" Basin Mixer Faucet (Wall Mount)

- CT222C17
  Classic
  Kitchen Mixer with Inlet Hose

- CT119C17
  Classic
  Concealed Stop Valve

- CT117C17(HM)
  Classic
  Basin Faucet

- CT118C17
  Classic
  Basin Faucet (Wall Mount)

- CT208C17
  Classic
  3 Holes 8" Basin Mixer Faucet / Flexible Hose Connector

CLASSIC CRYSTAL

- CT275C17
  Classic
  Exposed Shower Mixer (Top Connecting)

- CT205C17ST
  Classic crystal
  Monoblock Basin Mixer Faucet with Pop-Up Waste and Inlet Hose

- CT108C17ST
  Classic crystal
  Basin Faucet

- CT606C17
  Classic
  Concealed Diverted / 1 In 2 Out

- CT257C17
  Classic
  Exposed Shower Mixer

- CT267C17ST
  Classic crystal
  Exposed Shower Mixer

- CT266C17ST
  Classic crystal
  Exposed Bath Mixer

- CT256C17ST
  Classic crystal
  Bath Filler Mixer with 3 In. Handshower Set

- CT275C17WS
  Classic
  Exposed Shower Mixer with 3 In. Shower Set and Rain Shower 5"
FAUCET

**LECCE**

- CT1091C33(HM)
  - Lecce Basin Faucet

- CT1094C33(HM)
  - Lecce Kitchen Faucet

- CT1095C33(HM)
  - Lecce Kitchen Faucet (Wall Mount)

- CT1093C33(HM)
  - Lecce Concealed Stop Valve

- CT1062C33(HM)
  - Lecce Stop Valve for Shower

- CT2066C33
  - Lecce Exposed Shower Mixer

- CT2067C33
  - Lecce Exposed Bath Mixer

**LETO PLUS**

- CT1057C30(HM)
  - Lento Plus Basin Faucet

- CT1079C30X(HM)
  - Lento Plus Kitchen Faucet

- CT1079C30X(HM)
  - Lento Plus Stop Valve for Shower

- CT2106C30X
  - Lento Plus Exposed Shower Mixer

- CT1078C30X(HM)
  - Lento Plus Concealed Stop Valve

- CT1078C30X(HM)
  - Lento Plus Stop Valve for Handshower Set and Tank

- CT2106C30X
  - Lento Plus Exposed Shower Mixer

- CT2066C30
  - Lento Plus Stop Valve /1 in 2 Out for Handshower Set and Tank

- CT1096C30(HM)
  - Lento Plus Basin Faucet /1 in 2 Out for Handshower Set and Tank
**FAUCET NEW CENTURY**

- CT271C11
  New Century
  3 Holes 8” Basin Mixer Faucet / Flexible Hoses Connector with Pop-Up Waste

- CT186C11(HM)
  New Century
  Kitchen Faucet

- CT185C11(HM)
  New Century
  Kitchen Faucet (Wall Mount)

- CT160C11(HM)
  New Century
  Kitchen Faucet (Wall Mount)

- CT170C6(HM)
  New Century
  Shank Faucet / Short Span, Rubber Valve

- CT175C11(HM)
  New Century
  Shank Faucet / Long Span

- CT191C11
  New Century
  Concealed Stop Valve

- CT606C11
  New Century
  Concealed Diverter / 1 In 2 Out

- CT190C11(HM)
  New Century
  Stop Valve for Shower

- CT868C11
  New Century
  Concealed Mixer Stop Valve

- CT390C11
  New Century
  Exposed Shower Mixer

- CT200C11
  New Century
  Exposed Bath Mixer

**FAUCET NEW DELTA**

- CT520F
  New Delta
  Lever Handle Basin Mixer Faucet with Pop-Up Waste and Inlet Hose

- CT109F
  New Delta
  Single Lever Handle Basin Faucet

- CT526F
  New Delta
  Lever Handle Kitchen Mixer Faucet with Inlet Hose

- CT135F
  New Delta
  Lever Handle Kitchen Faucet

- CT521F
  New Delta
  Lever Handle Bidet Mixer Faucet with Pop-Up Waste and Inlet Hose

- CT524F
  New Delta
  Lever Handle Concealed Mixer Stop Valve

- CT525F
  New Delta
  Lever Handle Concealed Bath Mixer with Diverter
FAUCET

NEXT I

- CT2174AE(HM)
  Next I Basin Mixer Faucet with Pop-Up Waste and Inlet Hose

- CT1164AE(HM)
  Next I Basin Faucet

- CT2175AE(HM)
  Next I Center 4" Basin Mixer Faucet with Pop-Up Waste and Inlet Hose

- CT3001AE(HM)
  Next I Exposed Bath Mixer

- CT3001AEZ66(HM)
  Next II Exposed Bath Mixer with Hand Shower Set

NEXT II

- CT2177AE(HM)
  Next II Basin Mixer Faucet with Pop-Up Waste

- CT3002AE(HM)
  Next II Exposed Bath Mixer

- CT3002AEZ66(HM)
  Next II Exposed Bath Mixer with Hand Shower Set

NEXT III

- CT2178AE(HM)
  Next III Basin Mixer Faucet

- CT1166AE(HM)
  Next II Basin Faucet

- CT2178AE(HM)
  Next III Center 4" Basin Mixer Faucet with Pop-Up Waste

- CT3003AE(HM)
  Next III Exposed Bath Mixer

- CT3003AEZ66(HM)
  Next III Exposed Bath Mixer with Hand Shower Set
The Right Choice, The Right Solution

Another innovation for stop valve installation which differentiates itself from any other concealed stop valves.

- **Flexible installation**
  Easy to install with every type of wall at any depth (i.e. brick wall, smart board wall)

- **Easy to maintain**
  Effortless maintenance without the need to break the tiles or dismantle the wall

- **Freestyle use**
  Able to use in conjunction with general concealed mixer stop valve and concealed mixer stop valve with diverter

**Wall Type**

- **Grooved concrete wall**
  Walls with pre-designated piping groove (for COTTO PROs)

- **Walls with pre-designed piping grooves for COTTO PROs**
  Installed by drilled and embedded procedures, including the additional installation of supporting unit.

- **C Line x Smartboard**
  Smartboard is embedded with the metal structure

- **Double wall, with offset and no offset**
  Brick wall with adjustable thickness as required

- **On offset**
  Offset used with wall with heat insulating which contributes to extra wall thickness.
SWITCH FAUCET
AN INNOVATIVE FAUCET DESIGN, WITH A ONE-TOUCH SWITCH

CT1126A
Basin Faucet with Switch Button Function

The Switch Faucet features a new wash basin faucet design and functionality with an innovative one-touch switch. Turning on and off is easy, at your fingertips.

Easy to use Adjustable water flow with a valve

TOUCH FAUCET
KITCHEN MIXER TOUCH FAUCET EASY TO TOUCH IT ON/OFF

Hand-free Function and the option to switch to manual operation. The latest innovation for sink faucet with touch-sensitive technology brings convenience and eradicates problem of touching the faucet with soapy hands. The faucet is suitable with different applications such as normal valve turning on/off or touching.

CT4904A(DC)
Touch Kitchen Mixer Touch Faucet (Battery Use)

The faucet spout can be moved left or right and the water is stopped when moved, eliminating the unwanted water spilling.

Requires 4 AA batteries for 100,000 uses

Switch on at the handle

PUSH ON/OFF

ADJUSTABLE AREATOR

ADJUSTABLE WATER FLOW
Aqua~Twins

Switch usage function by your finger tip.

An innovative dual-action kitchen faucet for your choices of using.

Aqua-twins is the combination of drinking and utility water functions in one faucet. The utility water is controlled by moving handle and the drinking water is controlled by the knob which clearly labelled “drinking water”. Drinking water is filtered through 3M filtering machine which is certified by the NSF International with the NSF43 and 53 standards. The filtering machine can be easily connected to the Aqua-twins and the water direction can also be changed simply by turning the spout left or right, for your convenience in every use.

3M Filter

3M water filter is guaranteed by the standards of NSF 42 and 53. Durability: 7,200 liters or 6-12 months depending on usage.

* Suitable for water that passes the standard according to waterworks authority
* IP No. 1501101782

CONVENIENT

2 in 1 tap provides both drinking water and water usage.

CLEAR

With 3M filter, drinking water is clean and safe.

CLEAN

With the production process which controls contaminants, water from the faucet is clean.

CLEVER LOOK

The filter can be easily installed under the sink and service your kitchen’s appearance.

CT1109A

Aqua~Twins Water Filtered Kitchen Faucet with Filter

CT1109AN

Aqua~Twins Water Filtered Kitchen Faucet Without Filter

CT2126A

Aqua~Twins Mixer Faucet with Filter

CT2126AN

Aqua~Twins Mixer Faucet Without Filter
**AQUASOAP**

**AUTOMATIC FAUCET WITH AUTOMATIC SOAP DISPENSER**

“AN INNOVATIVE DUAL-ACTION AUTOMATIC FAUCET FOR YOUR CHOICES OF USING”
“INTEGRATED FUNCTIONS TWO-IN-ONE”

The latest innovation of washbasin faucet which combined the function of water tap and automatic soap dispenser in one, to fit your diverse choice of functionalities.

**FUNCTION**

- Automatic washbasin faucet with electronic soap dispenser installed on washbasin with a faucet socket.
- Double Infrared Beam technology with higher signal intensity for better object detection and quicker valve operation.
- Plug & Play: Ready to use after installation.
- Used with foam-type soap with a 1 L container.

**Sensor Range**

- Water: 170 ± 10 mm.
- Soap: 100 ± 10 mm.

**Power Source**

- 230 VAC output 9V 1.30A.

**Automatic Shutoff**

- Water: 40 ± 10 Sec.
- Soap: 2 ± 0.5 Sec.

**Delay Time for Water**

- 2 ± 0.5 Sec.

**Water Temperature**

- 0 ~ 40°C.

**Water Pressure**

- Min 0.7 kgf/cm² / Max 7.0 kgf/cm².

**Type of Soap**

- Only foaming hand soap or liquid soap mix with water in suitable ratio.

---

**D-TECH**

**FASTER WITH DOUBLE INFRARED BEAM.**

COTTO D-TECH AUTOMATIC FAUCET

with Double Infrared Beam Technology, the faucet assorted you with accuracy, allowing you to turn water on and off instantly.

- Moisture Protect: Water and dampness - resistant

**DETECTION ZONE**

Water instantly flows when placing hands within 170 mm. in front of the faucet and promptly stops when moving hands or using more than 40 secs.

**AC** or electronic version

Suitable for bathroom with more than 120 uses per day and bathrooms already equipped with electrical wirings underneath basin or counter.

**DC** or battery version

Suitable for infrequently used bathrooms or existing bathrooms with limited space and not ready for new electrical wirings, can be used continuously for 100,000 times or 2 years with 4,000 uses per month.
AUTOMATIC FAUCET

PRODUCTS

- CTS32NDC
  Automatic Faucet
  Automatic LED Basin Faucet
  AC Electricity Use

- CTS32NAC
  Automatic Faucet
  Automatic Basin Mixer Faucet
  AC Electricity Use

- CT493DC
  Automatic Single Faucet
  Automatic Basin Mixer Faucet
  AC Electricity Use

- CT493AC
  Automatic Faucet
  Automatic Single Faucet
  AC Electricity Use

- CT493(DC)ST#BN
  Automatic Single Faucet
  DC Battery Use

- CT493(AC)ST#BN
  Automatic Faucet
  Automatic Basin Faucet
  AC Electricity Use

- CT503AC
  Automatic Basin Faucet
  AC Electricity Use

- CT503Y(AC)
  Automatic Faucet
  Automatic Basin Faucet
  (Tail Body)
  AC Electricity Use

- CT537DC
  Automatic Single Faucet
  DC Battery Use

- CT537AC
  Automatic Faucet
  Automatic Single Faucet
  AC Electricity Use

- CT5404DC
  Automatic Single Faucet
  AC Electricity Use

- CT5400DC
  Automatic Single Faucet
  DC Battery Use

- CT538DC
  Automatic Wall Mounted Faucet
  DC Battery Use

- CT538AC
  Automatic Faucet
  Automatic Wall Mounted Faucet
  AC Electricity Use

- CT595DC
  Automatic Wall Mounted Faucet
  AC Electricity Use

- CT595AC
  Automatic Faucet
  Automatic Wall Mounted Faucet
  AC Electricity Use

- CT4901DC
  Automatic Basin Faucet
  DC Battery Use

- CT4902DC
  Automatic Basin Faucet
  AC Electricity Use

- CT4902AC
  Automatic Faucet
  Automatic Basin Faucet
  AC Electricity Use

- CT4903DC
  Automatic Wall Mounted Faucet
  DC Battery Use

- CT4903AC
  Automatic Faucet
  Automatic Wall Mounted Faucet
  AC Electricity Use
MUSE SERIES
LET’S AMUSE WITH THE SENSE OF MUSIC

With Bluetooth capability, you can enjoy your favorite songs and answer your phone call in the shower. Water-resist speaker and non-electrical operation ensure safe and convenient use.

- **Z002**
  Muse Rain Shower with Bluetooth Speaker

LED RAIN SHOWER
FEEL THE FRESHNESS WITH LED LIGHT

- **Z23**
  2 Function Rain Shower With LED

- **Z24CR**
  2 Function Rain Shower With LED

- Exotic LED increases sensual pleasure of showering experience
- High-quality brass coated with mirror chrome to ensure shininess through the operating life
- Non-lead LED with generator to save power
- Easy-to-clean by just wiping rubber buds with fingers
- Water-saving certified by TiS and green label standards
- Suitable for water Pressure from 1.5 bar (at the outlet)

LUMINOS
ILLUMINATE YOUR BATHROOM EXPERIENCE WITH A NOVEL TOUCH

FUNCTIONAL
- LED light up during operation (without the use of external power source or battery)
- LED revolves between 7 colors while using.
- Water-saving with no more than 6 liters/min water flow rate
- Appealing design

The latest faucet design which integrates modern look and LED technology that revolves between 7 colors during operation to create pleasing and unique atmosphere for your bathroom.

- **CT1139A(LED)**
  Luminos Basin Faucet with LED

- **CT1211(LED)**
  Turbinech Basin Faucet with LED

- **CT1213(LED)**
  Turbinech Basin Faucet with LED

- **ZH013(HM)**
  Turbinech shower
RAIN SHOWER

- Exotic LED increases sensual pleasure of showering experience
- Adjustable between 2 stream types:
  - Rainfall: refreshing just like showering in rain
  - Waterfall: mimicking just like bathing in a waterfall
- High-quality brass coated with mirror chrome to ensure shine throughout the operating life
- Non-leaking LED with generators to save power
- Easy-to-clean by just wiping rubber buds with fingers
- Water-saving certified by TIS and green label standards
- Compatible with single and mixing (wall mounted) faucets for exposed shower with directional water valve

Z12
LED Rain Shower Head 12” (Ceiling Mounted)
- Wide shower panel with 12” x 12” size.
- Made from brass coated with chromium.
- More pressure with exotic LED light.
- Concealed or concealed mixer stop valve.
- Safe from electricity leakage.

LED light shows when turning on-off the valve.

Soft white-blue LED light.

RAIN SHOWER

LED RAIN SHOWER PRODUCTS

- Z23
  LED Rain Shower
  2 in. LED Rain Shower
  (No Electricity Required)

- Z23#WH
  LED Rain Shower
  2 in. LED Rain Shower
  (White Color)
  (No Electricity Required)

- Z23#BL
  LED Rain Shower
  2 in. LED Rain Shower
  (Black Color)
  (No Electricity Required)

- Z23#GR
  LED Rain Shower
  2 in. LED Rain Shower
  (Gold Color)
  (No Electricity Required)

- Z24
  LED Rain Shower Head 12” (Ceiling Mounted)

- Z24#CR
  LED Rain Shower
  1 in. LED Rain Shower
  (No Electricity Required)

- Z24#BL
  LED Rain Shower
  1 in. LED Rain Shower
  (Black Color)
  (No Electricity Required)

- Z24#WH
  LED Rain Shower
  1 in. LED Rain Shower
  (White Color)
  (No Electricity Required)

Rain shower: LED lights add further appreciation in showering LED light works on turning on and off with gentle white-blue giving the pure, clean and fresh feeling to build up relaxing.

MODERN DESIGN
- Exotic LED intensifies aesthetic feel of bathing
- Oxid-Plus technology blends air bubbles with the water to create soft, gentle stream for your authentic bathing pleasure
- Made from high-quality brass and ABS plastic with Mirror Chrome finish to ensure the shine throughout the life time of use
- Easily cleaned with fingers just by rubbing water buds
- Water-saving capability compliant with TIS and the Green Label standards
- Applicable with single and mixing valve for standing shower sets
MUSE Series
Amusement from the Sense of Music
With the help of Bluetooth connection, Muse Rain Shower features an entertaining function, allowing you to listen to your favorite music automatically when turning on the water. Featuring a water-proof speaker, Muse Rain Shower also enables users to receive a phone call while taking a shower via Bluetooth at the same time. For more convenience, electricity is not required; the shower uses hydro-power generator as its power source.

- Z002WH
  Muse Rain Shower with Bluetooth Speaker (White)
- Z002#WH
  Rain Shower Head with Bluetooth Speaker (White) (No Electricity Required)
- Z002#BL
  Muse Rain Shower with Bluetooth Speaker (Black)
- Z002#BL
  Rain Shower Head with Bluetooth Speaker (Black) (No Electricity Required)
- Z002#GR
  Muse Rain Shower with Bluetooth Speaker (Gold)
- Z002#GR
  Rain Shower Head with Bluetooth Speaker (Gold) (No Electricity Required)
- Z02
  Muse Rain Shower with Bluetooth Speaker
- Z02V
  Rain Shower Head with Bluetooth Speaker (No Electricity Required)
- Z06
  Himmpan Chandelier Rain Shower (Ceiling Mount)
- Z06#CUO
  Himmpan Chandelier Rain Shower (Ceiling Mount), Copper Finished
- Z46X2
  Rain Shower Rain Shower 8"
- Z46X2Y
  Rain Shower Head 8"
- Z46X3
  Rain Shower Rain Shower 12"
- Z46X3V
  Rain Shower Head 12"
SHOWER & ACCESSORIES

RAIN SHOWER PRODUCTS

- Z64X3
  Rain Shower
  Stainless Rain Shower 8"
- Z64X3V
  Rain Shower Head 8"
- Z02
  Rain Shower
  Rain Shower 8 x 8"
- Z02V
  Rain Shower Head 8 x 8"
- Z03
  Rain Shower
  Rain Shower 8 x 8"
- Z03V
  Rain Shower Head 8 x 8"
- Z04
  Rain Shower
  Rain Shower 8"
- Z04V
  Rain Shower Head 8"
- Z94
  Rain Shower
  Rain Shower 8"
- Z49V
  Rain Shower Head 8"
- Z96
  Rain Shower
  Rain Shower 8 x 8"
- Z96V
  Rain Shower Head 8 x 8"
- Z98S
  Slim Rain Shower
  Rain Shower 12" x 12"
- Z98SV
  Rain Shower Head 12" x 12"
- Z99S
  Slim Rain Shower
  Rain Shower 12"
- Z99SV
  Rain Shower Head 12"

MODULAR SHOWER PRODUCTS

- Z72H
  Modular
  1 In. Hand Shower Set
- Z73
  Modular
  3-Ring Rain Shower
- Z73C
  Modular
  3-Ring Rain Shower Head
- Z73V
  Hand Shower
  3-Ring Rain Shower Head
- Z74
  Modular
  4-Ring Hand Shower
- Z74C
  Modular
  4-Ring Hand Shower (Ceiling Mount)
- Z74V
  Hand Shower
  4-Ring Rain Shower Head
**INNOVATIVE INSTALLATION**

**SOLE**

SOLE comes with six stream choices: Rain, Soft, Washtaf, Mist, Luminar, Select shower center plate and SOLE bracket.

**DUO**

2 MAKES 1 / 2 ชิ้น
Duo comes with dual-stream pattern selections to give beautifully designed balance.

**TRIO**

3 MAKES 1 / 3 ชิ้น
Trio comes with a triple-stream pattern selection to create perpetual bliss.

---

**STOP VALVE WITH DIVERTER**

*recommended for SOLE
CT2243A
Concealed Single Lever with Diverter (2 Ways)

*recommended for DUO
CT2244A
Concealed Single Lever with Diverter (3 Ways)

*recommended for TRIO
CT2245A
Concealed Single Lever with Diverter (4 Ways)
IMAGINE TOTAL FREEDOM TO DESIGN A SHOWER WATER STREAM TO YOU ARE UNIQUE PREFERENCE

Because everyone has different lifestyles and tastes, we’ve introduced the ultimate water stream technology and aesthetics to satisfy your own preferences. As well as optimizing form and functionality, our water streams provide a sense of control and fulfillment - water streams that can be modulated like a fine-tuned orchestra under your control.

RAIN
The feeling of fresh summer rain lifting your mood and sense of wellbeing whenever you embrace the Rain stream experience.

WATERFALL
Experience the uplift enhancing power of nature. Our waterfall stream will bring you closer to experiencing the greatness and magical charm of a water stream - an eternal rejuvenating natural sensation.

MIST
For those. Living life to the full. experience our mist stream to restore your energy and creativity.

SOFT
Let the sensual gentle touch of soft stream relieve the hustle and bustle of daily life.

LAMINAR
The stream for those seeking a peaceful lifestyle. The Laminar stream comes with a sense of simplicity, subtle yet powerful.
OXI-PLUS

BUBBLE AIR SPA, SLOW LIFE PLEASURE
Spa Technology To Serve Your Needs

The new OXI-PLUS Technology Shower Head, an aerated innovation that infuses air molecule with water molecule, creating a soft touch with a gentle and smooth bubble of natural water flow. Enhanced with quieter operation, the showerhead releases you off the stress from life in the fast lane and you can truly feel the pleasure of relaxation in each shower time. One of the designs to serve the world trend by COTTO.

Another shower series with unique and modern designs selected by COTTO for you to experience the thin and smooth handle integrated with the novel "OXI-Plus" technology which mixes external air with water to create soft, gentle stream and save more water than conventional showers. The quiet operation ensures that you will experience the true charm of the water.

- **Z20(HM)** 1 FN, Fixed Shower Set
- **Z10(HM)** 1 FN, Hand Shower Set
THERMO SAFE TECHNOLOGY

Thermo Safe Technology is developed for safety usage. Apart from the automatic temperature control system which sets the maximum temperature at 38°C, this technology has been designed to protect the user from the heat while touching the bath mixer’s surface preventing overheating and providing safety for users.

SURFACE TEMPERATURE TESTING

The graph shows that the temperature of COTTO thermostat mixer surface reaches the highest temperature at 35°C, which is lower than general thermostat mixers.

1. Use the left handle to turn on the water.
2. Turn the right handle backward to reduce the temperature.
3. To increase the temperature above 38°C, press the safety button and turn the right knob forward.

CAUTION
1. Press the safety button and turn the handle to the left to increase the temperature above 38°C.
2. Do not remove the thermostat in order to maintain the accuracy in temperature control.

INSTRUCTION MANUAL

Pressure range: 0.1-0.5 Mpa. (1-5 Kg/cm²)
Cold water pressure must be the same as hot water pressure.

Hot water temperature: Maximum at 80°C
Operating temperature: Between 20°C - 50°C
Safe temperature: 38°C ± 2°C
SHOWER & ACCESSORIES

SHOWER SYSTEM PRODUCTS

- **CT623Z73**
  Rain Shower Set
  1 in. Handshower Set and 3-Ring Rain Shower for Water Heater
  with Diverter and Inlet Hose 1 m.

- **CT623Z74**
  Rain Shower Set
  1 in. Handshower Set and 4-Ring Rain Shower for Water Heater
  with Diverter and Inlet Hose 1 m.

- **CT275C17WS**
  Classic Exposed Shower Mixer with 3 in.
  Shower Set and Rain shower 8”

- **CT2048WS**
  Terranova
  Exposed Shower Mixer with 3 in. Handshower Set and Rain shower 8”

- **CT2071W**
  Soprano
  Exposed Shower Mixer with 3 in. Shower Set and 8-Ring Rain Shower

- **CT2072W**
  Soprano
  Exposed Shower Mixer with 3 in. Shower Set and 4-Ring Rain Shower

- **CT276C16WS**
  Cross
  Exposed Shower Mixer with 3 in.
  Shower Set and Rain shower 8”

- **CT276C20WS**
  Cross
  Exposed Shower Mixer with 3 in.
  Shower Set and Rain shower 8”

- **CT3047WS**
  Anthony
  Exposed Shower Mixer with 3 in.
  Handshower Set and Rain shower 8”

- **CT623S**
  Rain Shower Set
  1 in. Handshower Set and 8” Rain Shower with Diverter
  and 1 m. Inlet Hose

- **CT698**
  Rain Shower Set
  1 in. Handshower Set and 8” Rain Shower with Diverter
  and 0.6 m. Inlet Hose

- **CT628**
  Rain Shower Set
  1 in. Handshower Set and 7.5” Rain Shower with Diverter
  and 0.75 m. Inlet Hose
CLASSIC CRYSTAL ACCESSORIES

- CT040ST(HM)
  Classic Crystal Accessories
  Robe Hook

- CT041ST(HM)
  Classic Crystal Accessories
  Glass Shelf 66 cm.

- CT042ST(HM)
  Classic Crystal Accessories
  Towel Bar 68 cm.

- CT043ST(HM)
  Classic Crystal Accessories
  Towel Ring

- CT044ST(HM)
  Classic Crystal Accessories
  Paper Holder

- CT045ST(HM)
  Classic Crystal Accessories
  Soap Holder

- CT046ST(HM)
  Classic Crystal Accessories
  Tumbler Holder

- CT041(HM)
  Classic Accessories
  Glass Shelf 66 cm.

- CT042(HM)
  Classic Accessories
  Towel Bar 68 cm.

- CT043(HM)
  Classic Accessories
  Towel Ring

- CT044(HM)
  Classic Accessories
  Paper Holder

- CT045(HM)
  Classic Accessories
  Soap Holder

- CT046(HM)
  Classic Accessories
  Tumbler Holder
BATHROOM ACCESSORIES

TWIST ACCESSORIES

- CT0061(HM)
  Twist Accessories
  Robe Hook

- CT0062(HM)
  Twist Accessories
  Glass Shelf 65 cm.

- CT0063(HM)
  Twist Accessories
  Towel Bar 65 cm.

- CT0064(HM)
  Twist Accessories
  Towel Bar 30 cm.

- CT0065(HM)
  Twist Accessories
  Paper Holder

- CT0066(HM)
  Twist Accessories
  Soap Holder

- CT0067(HM)
  Twist Accessories
  Tumbler Holder

BATHROOM ACCESSORIES

CROSS ACCESSORIES

- CT0021(HM)
  Cross Accessories
  Robe Hook

- CT0022(HM)
  Cross Accessories
  Glass Shelf 60 cm.

- CT0023(HM)
  Cross Accessories
  Towel Bar 76 cm.

- CT0024(HM)
  Cross Accessories
  Towel Bar 25 cm.

- CT0025(HM)
  Cross Accessories
  Paper Holder

- CT0026(HM)
  Cross Accessories
  Soap Holder

- CT0027(HM)
  Cross Accessories
  Tumbler Holder

- CT0028(HM)
  Cross Accessories
  Soap & Tumbler Holder

- CT0049(HM)
  Cross Accessories
  Paper Holder
BATHROOM ACCESSORIES

**Sheet Accessories**

- **CT030(HM)**
  - Sheet Accessories: Robe Hook

- **CT031(HM)**
  - Sheet Accessories: Stainless Shelf 30 cm.

- **CT032(HM)**
  - Sheet Accessories: Towel Bar 65 cm.

- **CT033(HM)**
  - Sheet Accessories: Towel Ring 28 cm.

- **CT034(HM)**
  - Sheet Accessories: Paper Holder

- **CT035(HM)**
  - Sheet Accessories: Soap Holder

- **CT036(HM)**
  - Sheet Accessories: Tumbler Holder

- **CT037(HM)**
  - Sheet Accessories: Stainless Shelf with Stainless Tumbler 55 cm.

**New Hotel Accessories**

- **CT0150(HM)**
  - New Hotel Accessories: Stainless Towel Bar 60 cm.

- **CT0151(HM)**
  - New Hotel Accessories: Stainless Towel Bar 60 cm. (2 Rms)

- **CT0152(HM)**
  - New Hotel Accessories: Stainless Towel Bar 60 cm.

- **CT0153(HM)**
  - New Hotel Accessories: Stainless Multishelf 60 cm.

- **CT0154(HM)**
  - New Hotel Accessories: Stainless Multishelf 60 cm.

- **CT0155(HM)**
  - New Hotel Accessories: Stainless Multishelf 60 cm.

**Automatic Soap Dispenser**

- **CT032(HM)**
  - Automatic Soap Dispenser (Ac Supply)

- **CT041**
  - Deck Type Liquid Soap Dispenser

- **CT046**
  - Automatic Soap Dispenser (Ac Supply)
FLUSH VALVE

URINAL FLUSH VALVE PRODUCTS

- CT464SL(HM) Urinal Stop Valve
  Urinal Flush Valve with Stop Valve / 76 mm, From Inlet Hole To Wall

- CT471SL(HM) Urinal Flush Valve
  Urinal Stop Valve / Push Button, 75 mm, From Inlet Hole To Wall

- CT474(JP)(HM) Urinal Stop Valve
  Urinal Flush Valve with Stop Valve / 75 mm, From Inlet Hole To Wall

- CT475SLL(HM) Urinal Stop Valve
  Urinal Flush Valve / 76 mm, From Inlet Hole To Wall

- CT475JSS(HM) Urinal Stop Valve
  Urinal Flush Valve / 45 mm, From Inlet Hole To Wall

AUTOMATIC URINAL
FLASH VALVE

- CT484 Automatic Toilet
  Flush Valve Automatic
  Concealed Urinal
  Flush Valve with Override Button, Top Inlet
  (Electricity Required)

- CT482P Automatic Toilet
  Flush Valve Automatic
  Concealed Urinal
  Flush Valve, 75 mm, From Inlet Hole To Wall
  (Battery Use)

- CT484AC(NL) Automatic Concealed
  Urinal Flush Valve
  (Electricity Required)

- CT4801AC Automatic Concealed
  Urinal Flush Valve
  (Electricity Use, Top Inlet)

- CT482S Automatic Toilet
  Flush Valve Automatic
  Urinal Flush Valve, 45 mm, From Inlet Hole To Wall
  (Battery Use, Top Inlet)

- CT482DC Automatic Concealed
  Urinal Flush Valve
  (Electricity Use, Top Inlet)
NATURA SERIES

Discover the new handrail accessories for your safety. With the “Universal Design”, the new handrails are made of real natural wood and stainless, making it strong and safe.

Having been processed delicately, the two materials are joined firmly for more pleasant and safety touch while feeling a sense of nature.

- Strong materials, supporting up to 120 kilograms.
- Durable, with up to 50 years (depending on usage condition).
- Unlike general handrails, the delicate wood gives you a sense of natural atmosphere to your bathroom.
- Resistant to fungus and insects.
- Eco-friendly manufacturing process.
- Made from premium “Radiata” pine authorized by FSC organization.

Joint are made of SUS 304 strong stainless, free from rust and supporting up to 120 kilograms.

- **CT0165** Handrail T-Shaped
- **CT0166** Handrail L-Shaped with Slide bar for Shower

**NEW ARRIVAL**

- **CT0206** Standalone wall mount handrail 145 cm.
- **Z716** Connector for standalone handrail

- **CT0161** Linear Handrail 60 cm.
- **CT0162** Handrail 62 x 47 cm./ L Shape
- **CT0163** Handrail 43.5 x 43.5 cm./ V Shape
- **CT0164** Support Arm (Foldable)

- **CT0206** Z715 CT0206
**UNIFORMLY SMOOTH GRAB BAR FOR CONFIDENCE IN EVERY STEP**

Joint are made of SUS 304 strong stainless, free from rust and supporting up to 120 kilograms.

- Firm and comfortably warm
- Beautiful one with nature
- Wood surface with UV protection coating durable for 50 years* (*depends on conditions of use)
- Curved joints Smooth grab bar with no interruption
- No need for interval letting go of hands
- Strong, rust-free stainless steel anchors firmly receives weight of up to 120 kg

**INCREASED SAFETY FOR STAIRCASES**

Increased safety for staircases; with grab bar equipped with specialized joints with adjustable tilting angle of up to 30°, suitable for both renovation and new construction work.

- "CT0204 Stair Handrail with Landing 45 x 140 cm"
- "CT0206 Stair Handrail 140 cm 49 x 140 cm"

"Used for supporting a person across the wall"

- "CT0201 Long Linear Handrail"

"Used for supporting a person at an inside corner of wall"

- "CT0202 Inside Corner Handrail"

"Used for supporting a person at an outside corner of the wall"

- "CT0203 Outside Corner Handrail"

- "Z704 Handrail Part"
- "Z706 Handrail Part"
- "Z707 Loft End Bracket"
- "Z711 Outside Corner Bracket"
- "Z713 Stair Rail Bracket"
- "Z714 Stopo Adjustable Bracket"

*(Increasing length options: 65 cm / 50 cm / 35 cm) (Please refer to a bracket)
MELLOW has been designed under "Ergonomics" concept, allowing the elderly to use the product more easily with a firm handle & big button. Using less pushing pressure, MELLOW in an ideal rinsing spray for everyone, especially the elderly.

CT987HNK#WH(HM)
Rinsing Spray
2 in 1 Hygienic Rinsing Spray
(anti-bacteria)

CT966HNK#WH(HM)
Rinsing Spray
Rinsing Spray Set / White Color

CT967HNK#WH(HM)
Rinsing Spray
Rinsing Spray Set / White Color

CT968HNK#WH(HM)
Rinsing Spray
Rinsing Spray Set / Chrome Color

CT969HNK#WH(HM)
Rinsing Spray
Dual Action Rinsing Spray Set
(anti-bacteria)

CT666HNK#WH(HM)
Rinsing Spray
Rinsing Spray Set / White Color
Body with Chrome Color PVC Hose

CT667HNK#WH(HM)
Rinsing Spray
Rinsing Spray Set / White Color
Body with Chrome Color PVC Hose

CT992HNK#WH(HM)
Rinsing Spray
Rinsing Spray Set / Chrome Color

CT992HNK#WH(HM)
Rinsing Spray
Rinsing Spray Set (anti-bacteria)
**BRASS BASIN TRAP PRODUCTS**

- CT680(HM)  
  Bottle Trap 24 cm. for Basin

- CT600AX(HM)  
  Bottle Trap 39 cm. for Basin

- CT683(HM)  
  P-Trap 24 cm. for Basin

- CT683AX(HM)  
  P-Trap 34 cm. for Basin

- CT685  
  Cylinder Trap 32 cm. for Basin

- CT685AX(HM)  
  Cylinder Trap 39 cm. for Basin

- CT686(HM)  
  Stainless Square Trap 24 cm. for Basin

- CT686AX(HM)  
  Stainless Square Trap 42 cm. for Basin

- CT687(HM)  
  Stainless Short Cylinder Trap 24 cm. for Basin

- CT687AX(HM)  
  Stainless Short Cylinder Trap 42 cm. for Basin

**BRASS TRAP for URINAL & BIDET**

- CT681  
  Bottle Trap 24 cm. for Urinal

- CT682  
  P-Trap 33 cm. for Bidet

**STAINLESS BASIN TRAP PRODUCTS**

- CT688(HM)  
  Stainless P-Trap 24 cm. for Basin

- CT688AX(HM)  
  Stainless P-Trap 42 cm. for Basin

- CT689(HM)  
  Stainless Cylinder Trap 22 cm. for Basin

- CT689AX(HM)  
  Stainless Cylinder Trap 40 cm. for Basin

- CT690(HM)  
  Stainless Rectangle Trap 22 cm. for Basin

- CT690AX(HM)  
  Stainless Rectangle Trap 40 cm. for Basin

**SMART DRAIN ANTI-BACTERIA**

- CT649H(HM)  
  Floor Drain (Anti-Bacteria)  
  for 2" PVC Connector Pipe (Flange 5.9")
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**Floor Drain Products**

- **CT697Z1PW(HM)**
  Stainless Floor Drain / Square Body, for Ø 1.5" PVC Drain Pipe (Flange 3.5"

- **CT697Z2PW(HM)**
  Stainless Floor Drain / Square Body, for Ø 2"-3" PVC Drain Pipe (Flange 4"

- **CT697Z3PW(HM)**
  Stainless Floor Drain / Square Body, for Ø 2.5"-4" PVC Drain Pipe (Flange 4.8"

- **CT651Z1PW(HM)**
  Stainless Floor Drain / Square Body, for Ø 1.5" PVC Drain Pipe (Flange 4"

- **CT651Z2PW(HM)**
  Stainless Floor Drain / Square Body, for Ø 2"-3" PVC Drain Pipe (Flange 4"

- **CT651Z3PW(HM)**
  Stainless Floor Drain / Square Body, for Ø 2.5"-4" PVC Drain Pipe (Flange 4.8"

- **CT652Z1PW(HM)**
  Stainless Floor Drain / Triangle Body, for Ø 1.5" PVC Drain Pipe (Flange 6" X 7"

- **CT652T1PW(HM)**
  Stainless Floor Drain / Triangle Body, for Ø 1.5" PVC Drain Pipe (Flange 6" X 7"

- **CT640Y1PW(HM)**
  Stainless Floor Drain / Round Body, for Ø 2" PVC Drain Pipe (Flange 3.5"

- **CT640Z1PW(HM)**
  Stainless Floor Drain / Square Body, for Ø 2" PVC Drain Pipe (Flange 3.5"

- **CT640Z2PW(HM)**
  Stainless Floor Drain / Square Body, for Ø 2.5" PVC Drain Pipe (Flange 4.8"

- **CT640Y4P(HM)**
  Stainless Floor Drain / Round Body, for Ø 2"-4" PVC Drain Pipe (Flange 6"

- **CT640Z4P(HM)**
  Stainless Floor Drain / Square Body, for Ø 2"-4" PVC Drain Pipe (Flange 6"
- **CT640Y1(HM)**
  Stainless Floor Drain / Round Body, for Ø 2"-2.5" PVC Drain Pipe (Flange 3.5")
- **CT640Y2(HM)**
  Stainless Floor Drain / Round Body, for Ø 3" PVC Drain Pipe (Flange 4")
- **CT640Y3(HM)**
  Stainless Floor Drain / Round Body, for Ø 3.5" PVC Drain Pipe (Flange 4.5")
- **CT640Z1(HM)**
  Stainless Floor Drain / Square Body, for Ø 2"-2.5" PVC Drain Pipe (Flange 3.5")
- **CT640Z2(HM)**
  Stainless Floor Drain / Square Body, for Ø 3" PVC Drain Pipe (Flange 4")
- **CT640Z3(HM)**
  Stainless Floor Drain / Square Body, for Ø 3.5" PVC Drain Pipe (Flange 4.5")
- **CT648Y1(HM)**
  Stainless Floor Drain / Round Body, Male Thread 1.5" (Flange 3.5")
- **CT648Y2(HM)**
  Stainless Floor Drain / Round Body, Male Thread 1.5" (Flange 3.5")
- **CT648Z1(HM)**
  Stainless Floor Drain / Square Body, Male Thread 2" (Flange 4.9")
- **CT648Z2(HM)**
  Stainless Floor Drain / Square Body, Male Thread 2" (Flange 4.9")
- **CT648Z3(HM)**
  Stainless Floor Drain / Square Body, Male Thread 2" (Flange 4.9")
- **CT640Y1P(HM)**
  Stainless Floor Drain / Round Body, for Ø 1.5"-2.5" PVC Drain Pipe (Flange 3.5")
- **CT640Y2P(HM)**
  Stainless Floor Drain / Round Body, for Ø 1.5"-3" PVC Drain Pipe (Flange 4")
- **CT640Y3P(HM)**
  Stainless Floor Drain / Round Body, for Ø 2"-3.5" PVC Drain Pipe (Flange 4.5")
- **CT640Z1P(HM)**
  Stainless Floor Drain / Square Body, for Ø 1.5"-2.5" PVC Drain Pipe (Flange 3.5")
- **CT640Z2P(HM)**
  Stainless Floor Drain / Square Body, for Ø 1.5"-3" PVC Drain Pipe (Flange 4")
- **CT640Z3P(HM)**
  Stainless Floor Drain / Square Body, for Ø 2"-3.5" PVC Drain Pipe (Flange 4.5")
- **CT647Y1(HM)**
  Stainless Floor Drain / Round Body, Male Thread 2" (Flange 4.9")
- **CT647Y2(HM)**
  Stainless Floor Drain / Round Body, Male Thread 2.5" (Flange 5.1")
- **CT647Y3(HM)**
  Stainless Floor Drain / Round Body, Male Thread 3" (Flange 5.1")
- **CT647Z1(HM)**
  Stainless Floor Drain / Square Body, Male Thread 2" (Flange 4.9")
- **CT647Z2(HM)**
  Stainless Floor Drain / Square Body, Male Thread 2.5" (Flange 5.1")
- **CT647Z3(HM)**
  Stainless Floor Drain / Square Body, Male Thread 3" (Flange 5.1")
Fittings Accessories
Rail Floor Drain Products

- CT644Z1P(HM)
  Stainless Rail Floor Drain for Ø 2”-3.5” PVC Drain Pipe
  (Flange 5.7” X 5.7”)

- CT644Z2P(HM)
  Stainless Rail Floor Drain for Ø 2”-3.5” PVC Drain Pipe
  (Flange 5.7” X 8.9”)

- CT644Z3P(HM)
  Stainless Rail Floor Drain for Ø 2”-3.5” PVC Drain Pipe
  (Flange 5.7” X 12.9”)

- CT644Z4P(HM)
  Stainless Rail Floor Drain for Ø 2”-3.5” PVC Drain Pipe
  (Flange 5.7” X 18.9”)

- CT654Z1P
  Stainless Rail Floor Drain for Ø 2”-3.5” PVC Drain Pipe
  (Flange 5.7” X 31.5”)

- CT654Z2P
  Stainless Rail Floor Drain for Ø 2”-3.5” PVC Drain Pipe
  (Flange 5.7” X 39.4”)

- CT654Z3P
  Stainless Rail Floor Drain for Ø 2”-3.5” PVC Drain Pipe
  (Flange 5.7” X 47.2”)

- CT650Z1
  Slim Stainless Trap Rail Floor Drain for Ø 2.5” PVC Drain Pipe
  (Flange 5” X 90”)

Fittings Accessories
Floor Drain for Screw Pipe Products

- CT6401Z1P
  Floor Drain for 2” PVC Connector Pipe
  (Flange 5.9”)

- CT6401Z2P
  Floor Drain (Anti-Bacteria) for 2” PVC Connector Pipe
  Length 100 cm.

- CT6401Z3P
  Floor Drain (Anti-Bacteria) for 2” PVC Connector Pipe
  Length 120 cm.

- CT657Z2P(HM)
  Stainless Terrace Floor Drain / Square Body for 2”-3.5”
  PVC Drain Pipe (Flange 4.8”)

- CT656Z1(HM)
  Stainless Terrace Floor Drain / Square Body, Max Threaded 2”
  (Flange 4.9”)

- CT654Z1CP(HM)
  Stainless Terrace Floor Drain / with Lid for Ø 2” PVC Drain Pipe
  (Flange 5.5”)

- CT645Z2CP(HM)
  Stainless Terrace Floor Drain / with Lid for Ø 4” PVC Drain Pipe
  (Flange 5.5”)

- CT654Z1PHM
  Stainless Terrace Floor Drain / for Ø 2” PVC Drain Pipe
  (Flange 5.5”)

- CT645Z2(LM)
  Stainless Terrace Floor Drain / for Ø 4” PVC Drain Pipe
  (Flange 5.5”)
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**Strainer Tray Products**

- **CT694Y(HM)**
  Stainless Steel Protecting Tray / Male Thread 2" (Flange 4.9")

**Check Flow Lid**

- **CT692Z(HM)**
  Stainless Check Flow Lid / Square Body, Male Thread 2" (Flange 4.9")

**Septic Tank Lid**

- **CT650U1(HM)**
  Stainless Septic Tank Lid / Cave Lid (Flange 5.5")
- **CT650U2(HM)**
  Stainless Septic Tank Lid / Flat Lid (Flange 5.5")
- **CT656U2(HM)**
  Stainless Septic Tank Lid / Flat Lid (Flange 7.2")

**Outlet Products**

- **CT600(HM)**
  Outlet
- **CT621(HM)**
  Outlet
- **CT622(HM)**
  Outlet

**Stop Valve Products**

- **CT1700(HM)**
  Stop Valve
- **CT126(HM)**
  Stop Valve / 1 in 2 Out
- **CT129(HM)**
  Stop Valve
- **CT179(HM)**
  Stop Valve
- **CT190(C6)(HM)**
  Stop Valve
- **CT188(HM)**
  Stop Valve / 1 in 2 Out
- **CT1053(HM)**
  Stop Valve
FITTINGS ACCESSORIES

INLET HOSE PRODUCTS

- Z402(HM) 1/8" Inlet Hose
- Z403(HM) 1/8" Inlet Hose
- Z404(HM) 20" Inlet Hose
- Z406(HM) 24" Inlet Hose
- Z405(HM) 22" Inlet Hose
- Z422(HM) 1 m. Inlet Hose
- Z423(HM) 1.2 m. Inlet Hose
- Z424(HM) 1.5 m. Inlet Hose

- Z409CR(HM) 16" Inlet Hose / Pvc Type, Chrome Color
- Z410CR(HM) 16" Inlet Hose / Pvc Type, Chrome Color
- Z411CR(HM) 20" Inlet Hose / Pvc Type, Chrome Color
- Z412CR(HM) 22" Inlet Hose / Pvc Type, Chrome Color
- Z413CR(HM) 24" Inlet Hose / Pvc Type, Chrome Color
- Z414CR(HM) 1 m. Inlet Hose / Pvc Type, Chrome Color
- Z415CR(H) 1.2 m. Inlet Hose / Pvc Type, Chrome Color
- Z416CR(HM) 1.5 m. Inlet Hose / Pvc Type, Chrome Color
- Z409WH(HM) 16" Inlet Hose / Pvc Type, White Color
- Z410WH(HM) 16" Inlet Hose / Pvc Type, White Color
- Z411WH(HM) 20" Inlet Hose / Pvc Type, White Color
- Z412WH(HM) 22" Inlet Hose / Pvc Type, White Color
- Z413WH(HM) 24" Inlet Hose / Pvc Type, White Color
- Z414WH(HM) 1 m. Inlet Hose / Pvc Type, White Color
- Z415WH(HM) 1.2 m. Inlet Hose / Pvc Type, White Color
- Z416WH(HM) 1.5 m. Inlet Hose / Pvc Type, White Color

- Z427L14(HM) 14" Inlet Hose for Basin Mixer Faucet
- Z427L18(HM) 16" Inlet Hose for Basin Mixer Faucet
- Z427L27(HM) 27" Inlet Hose for Basin Mixer Faucet

SHOWER ARM PRODUCTS

- Z461 1.27 m. Shower Arm for Fixed Shower
- Z465 Shower Arm with Diverter for Rain Shower Set
- Z466 Shower Arm with Diverter and 1 m. Inlet Hose